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By Jungstedt, Mari. Nunnally, Tiina, Translator.

Stockholm Text. 1 Paperback(s), 2013. soft. Book Condition: New. A young father of two, vacationing
in Gotland, is shot to death during his morning jog along a beautiful beach, leaving his family
exposed and vulnerable, in this second novel in the series to be published in the United States
(following Killer's Art). Since Detective Superintendent Anders Knutas himself is on vacation, his
intuitive assistant Karin Jacobsson will have to lead the investigationwhich seems to be going
nowhere until a Russian tanker docks nearby and a second murder is discovered. Formerly known
as a broadcast journalist, Mari Jungstedt has become one of Sweden's leading crime writers. Her
novels featuring Anders Knutas and journalist Johan Berg are set on the Baltic island of Gotland,
and several of their cases have been adapted for television. "In her fifth Anders Knutas procedural,
Jungstedt once again explores life on the remote islands of Sweden's Gotland province. Due to an
all-too-rare vacation for the superintendent, Deputy Detective Karin Jacobsson is in charge when
construction manager Peter Bovide is murdered at a seaside campsite. The victim is a faithful
husband and father of two young children, and there's nothing on the surface to explain why
someone would...
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Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. I am happy to tell you that here is the greatest
book i have got read through in my personal existence and can be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Reese Mor issette-- Reese Mor issette

This written ebook is great. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i have go through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Sim one Goyette II--  Sim one Goyette II
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